


 

 

About Catalogue XIV 

If you look at the thirty highest-grossing films of all time, you’ll notice that all but four are works 

of speculative fiction. It’s a bit of a stretch as nobody’s going to class Despicable Me as a classic 

work of Science Fiction film, but the point is that, at least as far as popularity is concerned, 

speculative fiction wins hands down. If romantic fiction were your genre, then you’d be stuck 

with just Titanic, which is basically a realist interpretation of the classic science fiction trope of 

a crash-landing on a distant planet. 

Television is a different proposition. The most popular TV-shows, at least as far as dramatic 

presentations go, are generally soaps and sitcoms. Soaps take a glance at everyday life, and 

therefore have no over-arching narrative, expecting no end. Sitcoms generally tell a story over 

a single episode with background tales interlaced. With the advent of television-on-demand, the 

situation has changed, and motion pictures have been given the opportunity to combine the 

budgets of the film industry, with the depth of character exploration and lengthy narratives 

available to television. Add in the magic ingredient of lengthy plot and you have the power to 

draw big audiences. We’ve seen this with Game of Thrones, The Walking Dead, Westworld, 

Stranger Things, and the race has seemingly just begun. 

We thought it would be fun, therefore, to put together a list of as many speculative fiction works 

that are currently being adapted for either TV or cinema, with a focus more on TV. The list has 

taken a few months to complete and is irritatingly incomplete. Some books we acquired months 

ago, and the adaptations have already aired. Other books we simply couldn’t find at an affordable 

price. Some books got dropped by the studios, and plenty others turned out to be rumours. 

We had to draw a line in the lunar regolith, which as of writing is being ignored (two books 

below are coming in tomorrow – see even our catalogues involve time travel). It’s been a fun 

few months of buying. We’ve been introduced to books that we weren’t entirely aware of. We’ve 

bought books that we shouldn’t have bought: books that we paid too much for and books that 

don’t meet our usual criteria for stock. There are some that we missed, such as Little, Brother 

by Cory Doctorow and a Xanth adaptation which boggles the mind a little! 

We’ve put a little note in blue suggesting how likely it is that the adaptation will hit our big and 

little screens – this is our guess, don’t take it as gospel. Except Hyperion, take that as gospel. And 

apologies for the pessimistic tone in my predictions, after seeing numerous news articles stating 

‘XYZ is coming to the big screen’, only to find that actual they’ve just purchased the option 

nothing more, I sense that a good deal of the news out there is simply fluff. 

We hope you enjoy the books too. 

NB. We haven’t included every Stephen King adaptation here. There are dozens, and most from 

poor source material so we only included a few here. 



 

About Us 

We are sellers of rare books specialising in speculative fiction. Our company was established in 

2010 and we are based in Yorkshire in the UK. We are members of ILAB, the A.B.A. and the 

P.B.F.A.  

    

 

    

To Order 

You can order via telephone at +44(0) 7557 652 609, online at www.hyraxia.com, email us or 

click the links.  

All orders are shipped for free worldwide. Tracking will be provided for the more expensive 

items. You can return the books within 30 days of receipt for whatever reason as long as they’re 

in the same condition as upon receipt. Payment is required in advance except where a previous 

relationship has been established. Colleagues – the usual arrangement applies. Please bear in 

mind that by the time you’ve read this some of the books may have sold. All images belong to 

Hyraxia Books. You can use them, just ask us and we’ll give you a hi-res copy. Please mention 

this catalogue when ordering. 
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https://books.hyraxia.com/7312-stephen-king-drawing-three-grant-1987-limited-edition-signed
https://books.hyraxia.com/7336-stephen-king-stand-doubleday-1978-first-edition


https://books.hyraxia.com/7298-ursula-le-guin-left-hand-darkness-macdonald-1969-first-edition-signed
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https://books.hyraxia.com/7341-sylvain-neuvel-sleeping-giants-penguin-michael-joseph-2016-proof
https://books.hyraxia.com/7295-william-nolan-george-clayton-johnson-logans-run-centipede-press


https://books.hyraxia.com/7285-naomi-novik-uprooted-macmi-2015-first-edition-signed
https://books.hyraxia.com/7320-nnedi-okorafor-who-fears-death-harper-voyager-2018-first-edition


https://books.hyraxia.com/7343-mervyn-peake-gormenghast-eyre-spottiswoode-1950-first-edition
https://books.hyraxia.com/7308-frederik-pohl-gateway-st-martins-press-1977-first-edition


https://books.hyraxia.com/7332-terry-pratchett-neil-gaiman-good-omens-gollancz-1990-signed-first-edition


https://books.hyraxia.com/7335-terry-pratchett-guards-guards-gollancz-1989-first-edition
https://books.hyraxia.com/7291-terry-pratchett-wee-free-men-doubleday-2003-first-edition


 

https://books.hyraxia.com/6777-philip-pullman-dark-materials-northern-lights-knife-spyglass-signed-first-editions


https://books.hyraxia.com/7286-philip-reeve-mortal-engines-predators-gold-scholastic-first-edition
https://books.hyraxia.com/7352-anne-rice-interview-vampire-raven-books-first-edition


https://books.hyraxia.com/7316-patrick-rothfuss-name-wind-gollancz-2007-first-edition


https://books.hyraxia.com/7345-brandon-sanderson-way-kings-gollancz-2010-first-edition-signed
https://books.hyraxia.com/7310-brandon-sanderson-words-radiance-gollancz-2014-first-edition


https://books.hyraxia.com/7293-john-scalzi-old-mans-war-tor-2005-first-edition


https://books.hyraxia.com/7289-dan-simmons-hyperion-subterranean-press-2012-limited-edition-signed
https://books.hyraxia.com/7339-dan-simmons-hyperion-headline-1990-first-edition


https://books.hyraxia.com/6606-neal-stephenson-snow-crash-bantam-press-1992-first-edition
https://books.hyraxia.com/7340-neal-stephenson-seveneves-borough-press-2015-first-edition-signed


https://books.hyraxia.com/7317-arkadi-boris-strugatsky-roadside-picnic-gollancz-first-edition
https://books.hyraxia.com/7317-arkadi-boris-strugatsky-roadside-picnic-gollancz-first-edition
https://books.hyraxia.com/7302-adrian-tchaikovsky-children-time-tor-2015-first-edition-signed
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